WOLGAST MUST TURN TABLES ON MEMSIC IN THEIR BOUT TONIGHT

DRAW OR DEFEAT WOULD MATERIALLY AFFECT HIS CHANCES OF WINNING NELSON FOR TITLE

Skeen Goes Into Ring With Advantage of About 57 Pounds and Memory of Recent Victory Over Millionaire Whittaker, and He Is Confident He Can Make History Repeat Itself—Fans Make Ad 10 to 1 Favorite on His Good FormShown Since LastSpring—Horse Accepts Terms—Says Langford Coming For Match with Jim Flynn

BY JAY DAVIDSON

Skeen possesses a marked advantage in points, age, and form over the Whittaker-Memsic, and his present reputation is such that he will be a popular favorite with the fans tonight. The age factor is considered, and the form factor is good, and the advantage in weight is considerable.

In the ring, Whittaker is a great fighter, but he is not the same fighter as he was in his prime, and his form is not as good as it was in his prime. Skeen, on the other hand, is a great fighter, and he is in excellent form. He is a much better fighter than Whittaker, and he has the advantage in weight.
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